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Teachers’ Feed-back Report The institution is a single faculty institution which runs UG and PG
programmes. At under graduate level in all 09 courses are there,
among them 05 courses like Engligh, Hindi, Society, H.Eco. are on
grant and 04 courses like Fashion Designing, Political Science,
Economics and English Literature are self financed. Five full time
teachers are appointed for granted courses. Library and Physical
Education Department have recruited full time teachers as per UGC
norms. For no grant sections contributory teachers are appointed.
Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj, Nagpur University Nagpur introduced
semester pattern for Under Graduation in the year 2016-17. The
institution took the feedback of the teachers with response to the
changed pattern and syllabus, infrastructural facilities provided for
the better functioning and development of the institution as a whole.
Here are some findings.
Findings The teaching faculty is 100%
satisfied for positive
encouragement received from the institution to participate in various
professional development programmes. They are contented to get
freedom to adopt new techniques of teaching, strategies of testing and
assessment of students.
100% teaching faculty marked that the administration of the
institution is teacher friendly.
Opinions vary on infrastructural facilities available in the college 25%
faculty members suggested some changes in the department of
library.
Good response is given over the issues that syllabus is suitable to the
course and college activities are student centric. Some of the major
suggestions received by the teaching faculty for the over all progress of
the institution are as follow:
1. Separate reading section for staff in the library.
2. Switch Board should be arranged in staff room to recharge the
battery of lap-tops.
3. Micro oven should be purchase in Home-Eco Dept. for students.
4. White board facility should be made available in each class
room.
5. LCD facility should be provided in each class room.
6. No. of damees in F.D. Lab should be increased for the
presentation of garments stitched by students.

